
Trippin' (feat. Khalid)

Buddy

[Hook: Khalid]
I'm sipping

Sipping got me twitted up
I'm living

Living got me tripping out
No feelings

Man those feeling got me flipping out
I'm tripping (x2)[Verse 1: Buddy]

Oh you wanna roll with the big dawgs
Smoke a little drough with the big dawgs

Pass that, hindo
Take one shot then evolve

Put the tab on your tongue let it dissolve
And you got something to share you can get involved

Listen to grateful dead and I'm tripping balls
Hoping your having fun when I lift off

Fuck your plug, fuck your drugs
I got my own nigga

Took a steam in the cap to the dome nigga
I ain't been this high since coachella

New level, I can feel it
Psychedelic

Please do not fuck with my energy
Is you my friend or my enemy

I could do this till infinity
[Hook: Khalid]

I'm sipping
Sipping got me twisted up

I'm living
Living got me tripping out

No feelings
Man those feeling got me flipping out

I'm tripping (x2)
I'm sipping

Sipping got me twitted oh
I'm catching all the energy your giving out

Hey and on the ceiling man I feel like I could touch the coulds
I'm tripping (x2)
[Verse 2: Buddy]

I'm back at it again
I'm coming down Melrose

Running a check up for cardio
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Smoking luigy eating that mario's
Ok then let's see how far we go

Off the shits when I'm in the studio
Tripping on acid with rufio

Minds turn into colonoscope
I think I'm going delusional

Brain dead, mind gone, warp speed
Flying thought time zones

Roll a blunt about a mile long
Can a young nigga get a shine on
Pour the licor on my tombstone

When I die bet I get my halo
Cause I aim high, never aim low

Bout to take off like Quavo[Hook: Khalid]
I'm sipping

Sipping got me twitted up
I'm living

Living got me tripping out
No feelings

Man those feeling got me flipping out
I'm tripping (x2)
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